Provide investigative assistance for better law enforcement using computer vision and AI

- Reduce manual video review times from 2 hours to 20 minutes with AI automation.
- Reduce back office personnel investment by 80%.
- Reduce human error with automated data labeling.

Find suspects faster with AI automated face recognition

2 hours spent manually searching

2-5 minutes spent with AI-automation

Visual detection technology for law enforcement

Crowd detection
Automate the surveillance of crowd density using object detection. Send real-time alerts when numbers exceed thresholds and guidelines of safe policing.

Community-police collaboration
Review body worn and dashcam videos for sentiment analysis to ensure improved community-police relations.

Behavioral analysis and pattern recognition
Merge large quantities of disparate data sources automatically to identify patterns, reveal connections and uncover leads with greater speed and accuracy.

Individual privacy protection
Redact faces, places and things from digital assets before releasing to the media or public in compliance with GDPR and CCP requirements.

For more information visit clarifai.com/solutions/public-sector-ai

Named a leader in The Forrester New Wave™: Computer Vision Platforms. Read the report.